
 

‘ALL OF MY HEART: INN LOVE’ 
Synopsis 

 

When Jenny Fintley (Lacey Chabert) and Brian Hudson (Brennan Elliott) inherited a quaint bed 
and breakfast called Emily’s Inn in Bucks County, the last thing they expected was to fall in 
love, especially since they are complete opposites.  She’s an easygoing, former caterer from 
Connecticut with a magic touch for conjuring up delicious dishes while he’s a hard-driving, Wall 
Street type from New York with a knack for wheeling and dealing.  Still, their chemistry is 
undeniable so they move to rural Pennsylvania to remodel their inn and eventually get married.  
Jenny takes to country living immediately and Brian, who was a “duck out of water” at first, 
eventually begins to enjoy being a part of the small-town community.  In fact, he can’t get over 
the fact that he now drives a truck and actually enjoys feeding goats.  
 

One day while stopping at the general store, Brian runs into the town’s wise old codger Vern 
(Ed Asner), who is going to his niece’s wedding in Philadelphia.  Vern hints that he’d like to go 
to Brian and Jenny’s nuptials too, and that Brian better not let a good catch like Jenny get 
away.  Just as he’s about to board the bus, Vern looks at the sky and claims a storm is brewing. 
It’s an ominous moment but Brian shrugs it off.  After all, there isn’t a cloud in sight.  
 

In fact, Jenny and Brian’s future looks bright.  The inn is coming together nicely and so is their 
romance.  They’re even starting to get a few bookings.  But later, at the music festival, just as 
they’re enjoying a lovely dance, Jenny and Brian have to take cover from the rain.  Soon, as 
Vern had predicted, a full-blown storm hits and as the couple runs toward their house, which is 
getting battered by the nasty weather, they worry if the roof will hold.  
 

Unfortunately, the next day it’s clear the inn needed more than just a remodel, as nearly every 
room is soaked.  With guests scheduled to arrive within a few days, Jenny and Brian are 
worried the place won’t be ready, not to mention the fact that their bills are piling up.  To save 
money, Brian tries to do most of the repairs himself and Jenny pitches in by ramping up her 
baked goods business.  Still, their financial woes are undeniable so when Brian’s former Wall 
Street buddy asks him to consult on a deal in New York he jumps at the chance.  At first, Jenny 
is supportive and she can see how excited Brian is to be “back in the game.”  But when one 
business deal turns into several and Brian is spending more time commuting on the train than 
he is at Emily’s Inn, Jenny gives Brian back his engagement ring until he’s sure he’s ready to 
give up his old life. 
 

In the meantime, as Jenny’s baking business expands and Brian spends more time at his new 
Wall Street office, Emily’s Inn is full of romance.  One of the guests has fallen in love with the 
next-door neighbor and another guest is smitten with the man who runs the general store.  If 
only the inn’s proprietors could spend enough time together at the inn to rekindle their own 
romance. 
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